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 Sunday, September 1   
 
 Ray and Phil took on Pete and Matt on a cloudy holiday weekend Sunday.  Matt led off with a good drive down the right 
side that stayed in the rough even with the trap, followed by Pete with a drive down the fairway, Ray into the rough on the left.  
Pete hit the first approach, and hit the flagstick and stopping four feet away, Ray with a nice shot that rolled through the green 
and Matt hitting to twelve feet right of the pin.  Ray went first and chipped to a foot for his par, bested when both Matt and Pete 
rolled in birdie putts to take an early lead.  Pete went a bit left on eleven, stopping on the collar behind some crab grass, as did 
Matt with the next tee shot.  Ray found the bunker and Phil hit too long into the long rough past the green.  Ray skimmed his 
bunker shot toward the cup and stopped three feet from the hole, and Phil more than made up for a bad second shot with his 
third, rolling that chip into the hole for par.  Pete was short from a difficult lie, but Matt almost made his uphill putt, hitting the lip 
on the left and rolling around the cup for par as well.  Matt pulled his tee shot on twelve, bested by Pete with a very nice tee shot, 
while Ray and Phil were both all right.  Matt kept his approach low and rolled his iron just past the pin according to Pete, 
stopping three feet above the cup.  Pete also rolled in his approach to the green and the result was academic when neither Ray 
nor Phil could make par.  But Matt still rolled in his birdie putt after Pete made par, and their team was two up.  Ray was in the 
fairway bunker on thirteen, Phil with a gorgeous fairway metal off the tee, Matt long and just into the right rough and Pete also in 
the rough.  Phil hit a second wonderful shot onto the green, lying net one with a stroke, and pressure on the other team.  Pete 
was up to the task, though, with an even better second shot to five feet from the cup.  Phil’s first putt from below the hole went 
past three feet, leaving a tricky downhiller for his next.  After Pete rolled in his sidehill putt for a natural birdie, the pressure 
increased and the difficulty seemed greater for a sliding and slippery putt.  Phil hit another great shot, even though it only 
traveled three feet, and found the dead center of the cup for his par and net three to tie the hole.  Matt hit a poor drive on 
fourteen and Pete was to the right, leaving an opportunity for Phil and Ray.  While Phil could not capitalize after a very good tee 
shot, Ray took advantage with two good shots toward the creek and an uphill approach that stopped six feet from the cup.  Even 
though he did not make his birdie, par was enough to win the hole and cut the deficit in half.  Ray continued his fine play on 
fifteen with a lovely tee shot to ten or twelve feet.  Pete challenged Ray with his own nice teen shot and a good first putt that left 
him a tap in for par.  Again Ray rose to the challenge, rolling his birdie putt just over the front edge for two to take the hole and 
square the match.  Ray was long and even with the trap on sixteen, his partner Phil in the fairway.  Phil hit a good second shot, 
Ray a great second shot onto the green.  After Matt was apparently out of bounds and Pete in the bunker with their second 
shots, Ray’s two-inch par putt won the hole and gave his team their first lead of the day.  Matt and Pete appeared to be coming 
back when they both hit excellent drives down the middle of the seventeenth after Ray was a bit errant and Phil shorter.  But Phil 
hit a gorgeous second shot just short of the green, lying net one.  Matt hit a very nice chip that stopped three feet from the cup, 
looking like it could extend the match, but Phil would have none of that and chipped close himself and made his putt for a natural 
par and net three to win the hole, clinch the match and activate a mandatory press for the eighteenth.  Ray hit a good drive down 
the left side toward the trap, leaving himself one hundred ten yards to the back hole location.  Matt matched that with a good 
drive of his own, to the right side with a good angle of approach.  Ray hit a stellar shot to the green, maintaining his high level of 
play, stopping ten feet from the cup.  Matt almost matched that shot, but stopped his ball perhaps fifteen feet from the hole.  
Matt’s putt went just left of the hole and he tapped in for par.  Ray stepped to his ball and rolled his putt around the cup, spinning 
almost all the way around, dropping in for his second birdie and winning the hole and the press.  Well done.   
 
 



 
 
   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 


